1. Napoleon Bonaparte had only one testicle.

2. The Japanese slang word for testicles, kintama, is written しいて, symbols literally translating to “golden balls”.

3. The left testicle usually hangs lower than the right for right-handed men. The opposite is true for lefthanders.

4. The testes of a right whale are the largest of any animal, each weighing around 600 kg (1,300 lb).

5. The world avocado comes from the Aztec word for testicles.

6. There are over 18,000 words listed under “hit in the balls” on YouTube.

7. Testicles produce 10 million new sperm cells each day.

8. By age seventy, 73% of men are still potent.

9. During mating with the queen bee, the male drone’s gonads grow and expand inside the envelope, often breaking it open.

10. Men in ancient Rome would swear on their testicles before testifying in court.
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Canadian Cancer Society can also help you understand tests and procedures, as well as support you through treatment and beyond. Learn more at cancers.ca.